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INTRODUCTION
China (alternatively, the "People's Republic of China" or "PRC") is an
important center for ship finance. Financial liberalization has led to a great
deal of growth to its shipping sector. In 2009, the Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China's ("ICBC") shipping portfolio grew to US$7.8
billion.' In that year alone, ICBC closed forty-five new shipping
transactions totaling US$2.3 billion.2 Inching toward market openness by
lowering entry requirement for financial entities, China is improving the
conditions for domestic and foreign growth within its markets. Even small
governmental adjustments to China's heading have had vast effects on the
giant nation's track. With vessel lease arrangements still relatively novel to
China, their popularity has grown as the legal mechanics are tested and
become better understood. This Article will present a legal playbook for
executing both a lease and a debt financing arrangement in China. Where
possible, this Article identifies opportunities through which foreign
investors may enter the Chinese shipping market through these deals.
Beyond shipyards, many parties have a commercial interest in
newbuilding projects . The purchaser will charter out the vessel in
exchange for hire payments made to the purchaser for use of the vessel.
The charterers will sub-charter the vessel or will use it to move cargo in
exchange for freight payments. The lending company that provided the
shipyard funds to construct the vessel will collect fees and interest on the
loan. Upon delivery, the purchaser will give the lending company a ship
1. Rodricks Wong, Dealmaker of the Year Award-ICBC, MARINE MONEY 18
(Feb. 1, 2010) https://www.marinemoney.com/sites/all/themes/marinemoney/public
ations/awards/2009_Dealmaker.pdf.
2. Id.
3. While vessel resale is a vital component of the shipping sector, this Article
focuses primarily on deals for newbuilding projects or those in which shipyards
construct and deliver new vessels to specifications designated by the purchaser.
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mortgage over the vessel and make regular payments in exchange for the
purchase price. As depicted in Figure 1 below, there are many parties
attempting to benefit commercially and to transfer risk within the
notoriously volatile shipping markets. This Article focuses on the financers
and vessel management companies that grease the wheels of international
shipping's newbuilding markets through vessel purchases and leases.
Debt Finance: NOTE PAYMENTS4
Originator Operator MORTGAG~ j
(Shipyard) Vessel Mgmt Co
LUMP SUM LUMP SUM
PURCHASE PRICE
Lease Finance: BANK INVESTORS
Originator Leasing Co. Operator
(Shipyard) (Non-Banking) Vessel Mgmt. Co
LUMP SUM HIRE
Figure 1. Showing the parties and relationships involved in each a debt finance purchase and a lease financing
arrangement
While both vessel purchases and vessel leases are traditional
arrangements for ship acquisition, this Article will look at advantages and
disadvantages of each arrangement in the burgeoning Chinese shipping
market, where the legal and regulatory regime is rapidly evolving. Finally,
this Article looks at the possibility of foreign investment from the positions
of both the financer and the purchasing vessel management company, and
it will also consider the extent to which the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free
Trade Zone is a welcoming environment for such investment.
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I. WHAT IS VESSEL LEASE FINANCING, AND How DOES IT COMPARE TO
DEBT FINANCING?
A. Debt Financing
Vessel debt financing-a loan from a bank secured by a mortgage-
perhaps is the most straightforward method to acquire a vessel. A
prospective shipowner will arrange with a shipyard to build a new vessel
and with a bank to finance that purchase. During the construction phase,
typically, the purchase will be secured by assignment of a refund guarantee
issued by the shipyard's bank or by other traditional security and quasi-
security mechanisms, such as share pledges and guarantees. The shipyard
may require that payments be made in installments, based upon the passage
of time or upon achievement of construction objectives, under the building
contract. Upon completed construction, final payment will be transferred
to the shipyard, and both possession and ownership of the vessel will be
transferred to the purchasing shipowner with the bank as secured creditor
holding a mortgage over the vessel.
Transactions of this sort are costly. Moreover, tightened Chinese credit
markets make bank debt an unrealistic option for much of the sector.
While achievable by the largest shipping companies, many small and
medium-sized shipping companies lack access to the credit and the capital
needed to arrange financing from a single bank, which is positioned to
accept a mortgage from a company with little to offer as collateral besides
the vessel under construction. Worldwide, stricter capital requirements
imposed by Basel III4 have caused banks to reduce exposure to the
shipping sector and to replenish their capital buffers.5 Easy money from
bank loans is scarce now, causing investors and lenders alike to try new
instruments to secure their investments. 6 With less bank capital available,
the sector has innovated and sought funding through alternative forms, such
4. International regulatory framework for banks (Basel III), BANK FOR INT'L
SETTLEMENTS, http://www.bis.org/bcbs/basel3.htm (last visited Nov. 14, 2015) ("Basel
III is a comprehensive set of reform measures, developed by the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision, to strengthen the regulation, supervision and risk management of
the banking sector." As it relates to capital requirements, banks are required to hold
4.5% of risk-weighted assets in the form of their own equity, ensuring that banks have
skin in the game when it comes to making decisions.).
5. See Andrew Quinn et al., International Ship Finance Through Ireland,
MAPLES (Nov. 11, 2013), http://www.maplesandcalder.com/news/article/international-
ship-finance-through-ireland-621/ (stating the trend has shifted since implementation of
Basel III from relying upon traditional bank debt to tapping capital markets).
6. Peter T. Leach, An End to Easy Money?, J. OF COMMERCE (July 4, 2013, 8:30
AM), http://www.joc.com/maritime-news/ships-shipbuilding/end-easy-money_201307
04.html (suggesting the end of an easy money market for shipping finance).
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as debt capital markets. While bond issuance is not a new development to
the industry, shipping companies have been tapping capital markets more
frequently and are relying more heavily upon bond issuance as a way to
fund asset acquisition.7
Identifying adequate security to finance a newbuilding project is
problematic for vessel purchasers and their shipyards. Larger shipyards
and shipping companies are in a very different position than smaller
shipyards and shipping companies because they enjoy bulk-purchasing
power with suppliers and have ample assets to collateralize in exchange for
sufficient credit lines.8 Small to medium-sized shipping entities and vessel-
operating companies tend to be arranged as single-ship companies to
minimize the risk of sister-ship arrest and to otherwise limit their potential
liability owed to any judgment creditors to the single asset. 9 Thus, debt
financing arrangements for newbuilding projects are primarily secured by
the company's sole asset: the partly constructed asset's real value comes
from its potential to do work.10 A vessel under construction is not a vessel
until it is delivered. The shipyard's rights to payment arise only upon
completion; "[tihe buyer has no liability to pay 90% of the price if the ship
is 90% built. It only has a liability to pay if the ship is 100% complete." ' '
A ship purchaser defaulting during the construction period thus leaves its
creditor with an unfulfilled order for a vessel and an incomplete
7. See Ben Rose, Innovation in ship finance - tapping the capital markets,
NORTON ROSE FULBRIGHT (Jan. 2011), http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/
knowledge/publications/3305 7/innovation-in-ship-finance-tapping-the-capital-markets
(discussing the current trend of innovation in ship finance and its reliance upon debt
capital markets).
8. E-mail from Diran Majarian, Managing Dir., Amalia Tankers, to author (Apr.
19, 2015) (on file with the American University Business Law Review).
9. A shipowner's liability is limited to the assets it possesses. Because single-
ship companies have few assets, judgment creditors may be unable to recover the full
amount they are owed. Obtaining redress from the debtor's affiliated entities may
prove to be extremely difficult. The equitable doctrine of veil-piercing is warranted
only under extraordinary circumstances, and South Africa is the only jurisdiction that
practices associated-ship arrest where assets over which the debtor holds a controlling
interest may be reached by the judgment creditor. See generally James Dumont,
Pleading Insanity in Piercing the Corporate Veil: Supplemental Rule E's Heightened
Pleading Standard Protects Polluting Shipowners in the Fourth Circuit, 38 TUL. MAR.
L.J. 665 (2014); David R. Maass, Veiled Threats: Will the Second Cir. Hamstring
Alter-Ego Claims by Applying Foreign Law?, 38 TUL. MAR. L.J. 723 (2014); John
Dyason, S. African Mar. Law-An Overview of Some Developments, 32 J. MAR. L. &
CoM. 475 (2001).
10. QIAo LIU ET AL., FINANCE IN ASIA: INSTITUTIONS, REGULATION AND POLICY
250-51 (2013).
11. Richard Henderson, Understanding Ship Yard Securitization, MARINE MONEY
OFFSHORE (Mar. 1, 2000), https://www.marinemoneyoffshore.com/node/5880.
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construction project for which it is difficult to find an alternate purchaser.
However, securing a loan to purchase an existing vessel is much easier.
Here, the vessel purchaser will obtain financing through a bank and give
the bank a mortgage over the asset to secure its loan. If the vessel owner
defaults, the creditor must enforce the mortgage to gain possession and
ownership over the asset, albeit an efficient judicial process, in commercial
terms ship arrest is still an often lengthy and expensive litigious process.
The risk is passed on to the purchaser in the form of higher borrowing
costs. Herein, this Article will consider almost solely newbuilding projects.
In both situations-the newbuilding project financed through a non-
recourse loan and a vessel purchase financed through a loan secured by a
mortgage-the creditor is without possession and without ownership
beyond the security interest it may have in the property under construction.
A prospective purchaser, the beneficial owner of the vessel, may have
difficulty accessing bank debt to finance an outright purchase because of
volatility in demand for new capacity, because of the purchaser's
creditworthiness and available collateral, or because of limitations imposed
upon the purchaser's own balance sheet by regulatory agencies, its own
corporate governance, or existing creditors. These difficulties, along with
others, have all contributed to a rise in popularity of alternative
arrangements. Prospective owners unable to access bank debt may find
lease financing as a viable arrangement by which it may obtain additional
cargo space for its fleet.
B. Lease Financing
Lease financing arrangements are not unique to shipping markets but
have been tested in contexts of heavy equipment leases and aircraft leases
that are commonly arranged through a leasing company structure similar to
these other equipment leasing deals. Vessel leasing falls within this
general legal and economic arena of asset financing, but it still retains
certain features unique to shipping.' 2 Leasing arrangements provide the
creditor with ownership of the vessel while releasing its right to possession.
Retaining ownership puts the creditor in a much more favorable position to
regain possession should the lessee default. Although it may cause the
lessee to incur higher costs than under traditional mortgage financing,
often, lease financing will achieve favorable results for all parties because
it balances the risks more evenly than other types of vessel financing.'
3
12. Ying Li, The Pros and Cons of Leasing in Ship Financing, 5 WMU J. OF MAR.
AFFAIRS 61, 62 (Apr. 2006).
13. Id.
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Newbuilding projects require a great deal of capital. A vessel
management company in the business of operating vessels may see its
capital diluted if it is forced to raise the vessel price itself. A leasing
company in the business of financing, rather than managing or operating
vessels and with greater access to available credit markets-i.e., a bank or a
company with greater control over the transaction costs or a shipyard-is in
a better position than a vessel operator to lower transaction costs and to
fund the newbuild project more cheaply.14  The lessee can devote its
working capital to vessel management projects.' 5 The bank earns its return
through fees and interest, the shipyard earns its return through selling the
vessel, and the beneficial owner earns its return through operating the
vessel: chartering it and earning hire payments.
Leasing arrangements are typically easier transactions to complete-
albeit more expensive-for a beneficial owner than debt financing is
because the beneficial owner is not asked to step out from its wheelhouse:
earning income from chartering the vessel. Instead, debt deals require the
vessel operating company have greater expertise in asset management than
in doing leasing deals. The vessel management company remains focused
upon pairing charterers with shipping capacity to pay its lease, and the
special purpose leasing company remains solely focused upon
capitalization concerns to acquire ownership of new vessels. To
accomplish this funding, the special purpose vehicle ("SPV") may be
capitalized by its parent, by bond markets, or by equity markets.' 6 In any
event, the SPV must raise the full price itself to remain bankruptcy remote,
meaning that the sale and purchase agreement must be a legal true sale that
transfers both ownership and possession. Doing so also places the SPV in
a position to securitize the asset or to sell the vessel and the leasing rights
without disturbing the underlying vessel operating and charter agreements.
Through sale or securitization of certain rights, beneficial ownership of
charter agreements can transfer without disturbing the underlying charter
party. The vessel management company can remain focused upon its
specialty: matching charterers with shipping capacity.
14. See id. at 67.
15. Id.
16. First Ship Lease Trust is a Singapore-registered company that owns a portfolio
of twenty-three ships, sixteen of which are engaged in long-term lease finance
arrangements, and the seven remaining ships are on shorter-term operating leases. This
company is funded in part publically via the Singapore Exchange Security's main
board. See Melissa Tan, First Ship Lease Trust sails into the black in QI, THE




In addition to making it easier to close deals due to lowered
collateralization requirements, leasing arrangements can make a deal
commercially viable because of tax and accounting advantages. These are
non-trivial advantages available to the documented vessel owner, which
subsequently leases out its vessel.17 Both parties to the leasing arrangement
can utilize these advantages to offset limitations imposed by itself, by
regulators, or by creditors. Accounted for as debt, the leased vessel is not a
taxable asset to the vessel operator. To the creditor, instead of lending the
vessel management company funds to purchase its vessel, the leasing
company owns the vessel and realizes the asset as equity on its balance
sheet. Also, as an owner, the vessel operating company is entitled to claim
a significant tax benefit due to depreciation of the asset over its commercial
life.1 8
These advantages are related to tax deferral schemes that the parties may
benefit from under leasing arrangements, but they are not available for
vessel sales. The registered owner may be able to take advantage of tax
credits unavailable to a less-solvent operator. Vessel management
companies often operate with a tight margin and rarely turn a profit. A
company without annual profits greater than the tax credit cannot benefit in
the same way by owning the vessel that a more profitable company can.
So, the right to offset vessel depreciation is worth more to the leasing
company than it is to the less-solvent vessel management company.
A vessel management company in the business of pairing sub-charterers
and operators with vessels may arrange for a long-term bareboat charter
spanning the expected commercial life of the asset. Under a leasing
arrangement, instead of purchasing the vessel, the beneficial owner leases
the vessel, where the charterer's hire over time will cover the entire cost of
the vessel and the leasing company's margin. The lessor will be an SPV
set up for the purpose of owning the asset and being bankruptcy remote to
protect other assets over which the company may have rights. 19 Thus, the
vessel's owner will be an SPV and will be an arm of a bank, be controlled
by a shipyard, or otherwise, be mostly a privately owned company, a
subsidiary of a larger bank, or a leasing company positioning the SPV
17. Ying Li, The Pros and Cons of Leasing in Ship Financing, 5 WMU J. OF MAR.
AFFAIRS 61, 63 (Apr. 2006).
18. Id.
19. Various entities are commonly used to isolate certain risks and legal liability to
preserve the economic and legal structure needed to sustain the asset wholly apart from
its originator. Risk incurred or insolvency of the originator will not affect the SPV.
Likewise, risk incurred or insolvency of the SPV will not affect the originator.
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lessor to receive a high credit rating.2° To receive credit enhancement, the
SPV can assign the right to be paid hire on its charter agreement directly to
its creditors.
Though typically more expensive than debt financing, vessel lease
financing arrangements have advantages for the lessee over traditional
equity deals beyond the higher rates. Among them, the party remitting the
purchase price-the lessor/leasing company-retains ownership of the
asset. Because the leasing company retains ownership of the asset, it is
better positioned following default than a mortgagee who must have
perfected its security interest only then to foreclose and physically
repossess the asset in order to exercise its security rights. Leasing may
mean lower costs incurred by a trustee in bankruptcy because leased assets
21
are easier to repossess than mortgaged assets. In addition to less risk for
the leasing company, the lessee can find greater certainty through a lease
financing arrangement than is available through bank debt financing where,
as owner of the asset, it would be exposed to market volatility.
Beyond simplifying legal processes to obtain a secure position,
shipowners may find entering ship leasing arrangements to be prudent
business decisions. The leasing company, as owner of the asset and
obligee of the lease, can securitize and sell these rights to take advantage of
market fluctuations and to manage its own portfolio by selling its
ownership rights, thus leaving intact any underlying charter parties.
The leasing company can securitize its vessels and the right to collect
payment on the lease arrangements. Securitization allows a company to
transfer assets off the company's balance sheet and to issue to investors the
right to receivables generated by the vessel under charter parties. For the
leasing company to achieve such benefits, the securitized asset must be
transferred to a bankruptcy-remote vehicle that has acquired ownership of
the ship through a legal true and irrevocable sale, and receivables owed
through the leasing company's rights to collect lease payments may be
assigned to investors but may not be reached by a parent company.
Vessel lease financing arrangements also have application where a
prospective owner is limited by law or by company charter to a maximum
amount of equity, or where it may find itself already party to a loan that
restricts further borrowing. In either situation, the vessel owning company
may be unable to pursue a debt financing arrangement and find lease
20. See Rodricks Wong, Ship Leasing Takes Flight in China, MARINE MONEY
OFFSHORE (Oct. 2011), http://www.marinemoneyoffshore.com/node/6868.
21. Ying Li, The Pros and Cons of Leasing in Ship Financing, 5 WMU J. OF MAR.
AFFAIRS 61, 64 (Apr. 2006).
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financing still to be a viable arrangement by which it may obtain additional
cargo space for its fleet. One of the primary reasons to participate in ship
lease financing arrangements rather than through a debt financing
arrangement is for ease of balance sheet management. Lease financing is a
tool by which a company can control debt ratios on its balance sheet.
Vessel leasing allows the company access to additional vessels and cargo
capacity from a debt position.22 The lease appears as debt rather than as
equity for the party possessing the vessel. The lessor vessel management
company may account for the lease as a credit asset or an account
receivable. The lease arrangement puts both parties at a tax advantage over
a vessel sale position. Sale-leaseback arrangements may be undertaken by
entities such as shipyards to take advantage of this tax credit. The sale-
leaseback arrangement may also attract shipyards in need of immediate
capital to fund their next build project.
II. VESSEL FINANCE IN CHINA
A. Debt Financing Arrangements in China
With less capital available to close newbuilding deals, traditional debt
financing is reserved for only the top credit risks in China-typically the
largest state-owned entities. Debt financing deals in the PRC typically
require a shipbuilding refund guarantee to secure the purchaser against the
shipyard's failure to deliver in accordance with the contract. The
shipyard's bank, or its insurer, underwrites the guarantee. However, due to
the poor credit rating of many small- and mid-sized shipyards, a refund
guarantee makes the transaction prohibitively expensive. Thus, the smaller
privately owned entities must bear great risks or pursue innovative security
schemes.
An alternative to the shipbuilding refund guarantee is the construction
22. For additional short-term cargo demands, a ship management company may
pursue an operating lease arrangement. Such leasing arrangements are uncommon in
the shipping industry because a lease that is for a period shorter than the commercial
life of the vessel creates a great deal of uncertainty in the volatile shipping markets, and
this arrangement is better suited for a time charter than to a lease. A key difference
between operating leases and time charters is that the former is subject to an
amortization schedule, so while it may appear as debt for tax deferment, the lessee
incurs front-loaded interest expenses. The time charter is not amortized and offers a
consistent payment schedule, but it increases balance-sheet assets and liabilities. See
generally Ying Li, The Pros and Cons of Leasing in Ship Financing, 5 WMU J. OF
MAR. AFFAIRS 61-74 (Apr. 2006); Nancy L. Hengen, Vessel Leasing, in EQUIPMENT
LEASING-LEVERAGED LEASING, § 20:1-12 (1 st ed. 2010), http://www.hklaw.com/files/
Publication/e6e 1841 f-9748-4c90-a35 1-e l dc3cff6c5 I /Presentation/PublicationAttachme
nt/7ec88f4d-4abe-48f4-bf4a-958a0664c217/54404.pdf.
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23
mortgage. The Maritime Law of China ("PRC Maritime Law")
recognizes the right of a creditor to hold a mortgage interest over a vessel
24
under construction . Pursuant to Article 14 of the PRC Maritime Law, for
the mortgage to give the creditor a secured interest, the shipbuilding
contract must be registered with the Maritime Safety Administration of
China, or else the creditor holds an unsecured interest over the construction
project. The purchaser and the shipyard must meet citizenship
requirements similar to those U.S. requirements for coastwise trade under
the Jones Act.25 The relevant ship registration procedures are described in
the Ship Registration Regulations of China 1994 ("SRRC 1994"). For the
ship to be registered in China, it is required that either 1) the ship be owned
by a PRC citizen with its principle place of business located in China; or 2)
the ship be owned by a legal person established under laws of PRC, with its
principal place of business in China, and may involve foreign investment,
requiring at least 50 percent capital contribution from Chinese investors.
26
The Guaranty Law of the PRC ("PRC Guaranty Law"), by way of
Articles 41-43, outlines the procedure a creditor must follow to charge its
security interest through a mortgage. 27  The mortgage contract is not
effective until the registration is complete. 28 The authority to deal with the
23. The construction mortgage approach is not straightforward. As previously
described, the approach to securing its rights requires a creditor to comply with
provisions from the PRC Maritime Law, the PRC Registration of Ships Regulations,
the PRC Guaranty Law, the PRC Registration of Mortgages by Notaries Public
Procedures, and the PRC Securities Law.
24. (X ,A[ ) [PRC Maritime Law] (promulgated by Order No.
64 of the President of the PRC, Nov. 7, 1992, effective July 1, 1993) 1992 STANDING
COMM. NAT'L PEOPLE'S CONG. art. 14 (China), http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aa
rticle/lawsdata/chineselaw/200211/20021100050726.html ("Mortgage may be
established on a ship under construction. In registering the mortgage of a ship under
construction, the building contract of the ship shall as well be submitted to the ship
registration authorities.").
25. 46 U.S.C. § 50501 (2006) ("A corporation, partnership, or association is
deemed to be a citizen of the United States only if the controlling interest is owned by
citizens of the United States. However, if the corporation, partnership or association is
operating a vessel in the coastwise trade, at least 75 percent of the interest must be
owned by citizens of the United States.").
26. (I -\I., _lqid1 j) [PRC Registration of Ships Regulations]
(promulgated by Decree No. 155 of the State Council, June 2, 1994, effective Jan. 1,
1995), art. 2 (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cn/legis/cen/laws/rgtros490/.
27. ( [PRC Guaranty Law] (promulgated by Order No.
50 of the President of the PRC, June 30, 1995, effective Oct. 1, 1995) 1995 STANDING
COMM. NAT'L PEOPLE'S CONG. arts. 41-43 (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cgi-
bin/disp.pl/cn/legis/cen/laws/gl I 32/gIl 32.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=mortgag
e.
28. Id. art. 41.
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mortgage registration is the same body that deals with registering the
asset. 29 An unregistered mortgage is worthless in effect, so the creditor
must follow the registration procedures to secure its position. A party
registering its mortgage is secured from the date of execution, but a party
failing to register its mortgage remains unsecured and may not defend
claims raised by third parties.30 Article 43 of the PRC Guaranty Law must
be read in conjunction with the Registration of Mortgages by Notaries
Public Procedures, 2002 ("PRC Mortgage Law") to ensure that the scope of
"other property" includes property beyond that specified in the PRC
Security Law.
31
While a creditor's substantive right to charge a construction mortgage
over a vessel under construction exists pursuant to the Maritime Law of
China, the Property Law of the People's Republic of China 2007 ("PRC
Property Law") also reaffirms the right to secure a shipbuilding project
with a construction mortgage. In a priority contest, a mortgage made
pursuant to the PRC Property Law primes a mortgage entered into under
the Maritime Law of China because
[t]his Law is enacted in accordance with the Constitution for the purpose
of upholding the basic economic system of the State, maintaining the
order of the socialist market economy, defining the attribution of things,
giving play to the usefulness of things and protecting the property right
of obligees.
32
The PRC Property Law derives its authority directly from the Chinese
Constitution out of a basic interest for upholding economic order, while the
PRC Maritime Law arose from an interest in regulating, promoting, and
developing maritime transport relations and securing the rights of parties
concerned.3 3
Under the PRC Property Law, Article 180 lists vessels as "property
which the debtor or the third party is entitled to dispose of may be
29. Id. art. 42(4).
30. Id. art. 43.
31. ( [PRC Registration of Mortgages by Notaries
Public Procedures] (promulgated by Ministry of Justice Order No. 68, Feb. 20, 2002,
effective Feb. 20, 2002), art. 3(4) (China), http://www.chinalawedu.com/news/23223/
23228/22541.htm (citing Arts. 37, 42 of the PRC Security Law).
32. (IX U VW[tYU$ ) [PRC Property Law] (promulgated by Order No. 62
of the President of the PRC, Mar. 16, 2007, effective Oct. 1, 2007) 2007 NAT'L
PEOPLE'S CONG. art. 1 (China), http://www.china.org.cn/china/LegislationsForm200l-
2010/2011-02/11/content 21897791.htm.
33. Compare id., with [PRC Maritime Law] (promulgated by Order No. 64 of the
President of the PRC, Nov. 7, 1992, effective July 1, 1993) 1992 STANDING COMM.
NAT'L PEOPLE'S CONG. art. 1.
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mortgaged. 34 Alternatively, a vessel under construction may be construed
as "production equipment, raw and semi-finished materials, semi-finished
products and finished products," and falling within the purview of Article
180(4)."5
Under a bank debt financing arrangement, the purchaser both owns and
possesses the vessel subject to their creditor's security interest. A
registered construction mortgage allows a creditor to secure rights to a
vessel and gives the lender executable rights over the property in case of
the purchaser's default. To enforce its rights, the creditor bank must
understand and apply the PRC laws regarding default, foreclosure, and
repossession of the property in order for the creditor bank to enforce its
rights secured by the mortgage.
B. Lease Financing Arrangements in China
1. Lease Financing in China-Now a Viable Option, Soon a Popular
One
Debt financing arrangements remain almost exclusively available to
state-owned entities, and the smaller privately owned shipping companies
benefit from innovative risk-allocating arrangements such as lease
financing. Despite China's global importance to import and export markets
and its growing shipping sector, small- and medium-sized Chinese
shipowners are considered "un-bankable" by state-owned banks, so these
companies benefit from alternative forms of ship acquisition arrangements
like lease financing. 36 Leasing agreements allow prospective purchasers to
avoid certain commercial and legal complications-such as obtaining a
shipbuilding refund guarantee-incumbent with newbuilding projects.
A vessel leasing arrangement provides for a more streamlined legal
approach to debt financed acquisition of vessels, and it puts less strain upon
vessel managers to negotiate legally complex financing arrangements with
banks and instead can devote greater resources to pairing charters with
appropriate vessels.
Since first being permitted in 2007, a significant amount of vessel
leasing deals have been arranged in the Chinese shipping sector. For
example, Minsheng Financial Leasing Co. ("Minsheng"), which is rapidly
becoming one of the most important lease financing companies in China's
34. [PRC Property Law], art. 180(5).
35. Id. art. 180(4).
36. Rodricks Wong, The Changing Topography of Ship Finance in China, MARINE
MONEY OFFSHORE (Oct. 2011), http://www.marinemoneyoffshore.com/node/3889.
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domestic market, entered into an agreement with Shanghai Guodian
Shipping Co. Ltd, a subsidiary of Fujian Guohang Ocean Shipping Co. Ltd.
to deliver eighteen Panamax bulk carriers under a financial leasing
arrangement. 37  Rongsheng Heavy Industries Group Holdings Ltd., a
Chinese heavy industries group and shipbuilder, announced that the first of
the Minsheng-commissioned Panomax bulkers were delivered after three
years on October 28, 2011.38 Before taking delivery, Minsheng placed a
bullish order for ten additional Panomax vessels in 2010 and, subsequently,
sought Chinese candidates for lease financing. 39 ICBC is still one of the
largest Chinese vessel leasing companies, offering an array of solutions
applicable to the shipping sector including financial leasing for new
equipment; operating leasing for new equipment; sale and leaseback
financing; international synthetic leasing; and trust lease and securitizing.4 °
Leasing companies can be funded by capital markets. Shanghai-based
Sinochem owns a subsidiary-Far East Horizon-that provides financial
leasing services supporting major Chinese industries. The China Securities
Regulatory Commission in 2011 permitted the Chinese-owned subsidiary
to access global equity by listing publicly in Hong Kong.41
Chinese banks are becoming shipowners by creating leasing arms that
fund newbuild projects and maintain ownership over the assets. The
leasing arm can permit ship managers to charter the vessel out, putting the
bank-owned asset to work and receiving the benefit through contracts for
hire rather than through complicated procedures for mortgage. Maintaining
ownership of the asset the banks minimize judicial intervention required to
repossess the vessel. Leasing companies may be an arm of a bank, and
thus, they are positioned to obtain favorable credit ratings or credit
enhancement. Alternatively, leasing companies may be an arm of a
shipyard or shipbuilding company, taking advantage of favorable pricing
37. A Cooperation Agreement Inked Among CCS, Fujian Guohang Group, and
Minsheng Financial Leasing Co., CHINA CLASSIFICATION Soc'Y (Sept. 5, 2008),
http://www.ccs.org.cn/ccsewwms2007/displayNews.do?id=91 &displayLanguage=null.
38. China: RHI Christens First Panamax Bulk Carrier Ordered by Minsheng
Financial Leasing, WORLD MARITIME NEWS (Oct. 30, 2011), http://worldmaritime
news.com/archives/3691 9/china-rhi-christens-first-panamax-bulk-carrier-ordered-by-m
insheng-financial-leasing/.
39. Neil Connor, Minsheng Seeks Leasing Clients for Latest Orders, TRADE
WINDS NEWS (May 27, 2010), http://www.tradewindsnews.com/weekly/202545/
minsheng-seeks-leasing-clients-for-latest-orders.
40. Equipment Finance, ICBC LEASING SOLUTIONS (last visited Sept. 9, 2015),
http://www.icbcleasing.com/en/03-%20Services/3-1 -Business%20field/3-1-3-Equipme
nt%20finance.html.
41. Chinese finance leasing firm debuts in Hong Kong, CHINA L. & PRAC. (Apr. 4,
2011), 2011 WLNR 8601079.
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over the asset and collapsing its profit margin with the shipbuilder's
margin.
In China, leasing companies must be licensed in order to engage in
vessel leasing arrangements. In 2007, the China Banking Regulatory
Commission ("CBRC") began granting non-bank financial entities licenses
42to lease ships. In 2009, leasing companies registered under the CBRC
Scheme offer finance leasing solutions across industries reaching RMB 20
billion (US$2.9 billion) in volume. 43 By 2011, seventeen bank-affiliated
financial leasing companies had been issued licenses and were supervised
by the CBRC; however, these seventeen leasing companies were not
limited to the shipping sector but instead included licenses to lease aviation
equipment, heavy machinery, medical equipment, and the like.44
Leasing's popularity has brought innovative leasing arrangements
including a cross-border vessel finance lease through an SPV established in
the Tianjin Free Trade Zone, acting as the vessel's owner to contract for
construction with a Korean shipyard and a Marshall Islands bareboat
charterer.45 The Chinese leasing company that arranged the deal will own
the vessel and lease it to a Chinese operator, but the parties benefit from
accessing the most advanced shipyards in Korea and by flying the Marshall
Islands flag, a favorable shipping jurisdiction. The possibility of cross-
border deals is among the most exciting innovations to Chinese vessel
finance, which has long been state-sponsored and off-limits to citizens.
The leasing company may be an arm of a bank, and thus positioned to
obtain high credit ratings or credit enhancement. The CBRC Scheme
contains strict requirements ensuring that transactions between related
parties proceed with no more favorable terms than those between non-
46
related parties undertaking similar transactions. The leasing company
may be an arm of a shipyard or a shipbuilding company, and thus it can
take advantage of favorable pricing over the asset and collapse its margin
with the shipbuilder's margin. Shipyards or builders will likely obtain
licensing for finance leasing from the Chinese Ministry of Commerce
("MOFCOM") to avoid the strict requirements of the CBRC Scheme
requiring favorable terms for transactions between related parties.
47
42. Rodricks Wong, Ship Leasing Takes Flight in China, MARINE MONEY
OFFSHORE (Oct. 2011), http://www.marinemoneyoffshore.com/node/6868.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. Id. at 6.
46. Jean-Marc Deschandol & Charles Desmeules, Finance Leasing with Chinese
Characteristics, CHINA L. & PRAC. (July 1, 2007), 2007 WLNR 28161582.
47. See infra Part II.B.2 (defining MOFCOM and the CRBC Scheme).
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Notably, there are two types of leases typically arranged for assets such
as ships, aircraft, and heavy equipment: finance leases and operating
leases. Finance leases are arranged for the commercial life of the asset,
proceed with a transfer of ownership from the lessor to the lessee, and
conclude with a lessee's option to purchase the asset at fair market value.
The finance lease lasts for the span of the asset's functional life. Operating
leases are short term, and the same asset may be leased out once again after
a lease is concluded. Operating leases may solve immediate capacity
shortfalls or be used to bridge other issues caused by uncertainty. Insofar
as this Article is concerned with leases, it is concerned primarily with
finance leases.
2. Two Competing Schemes for PRC Financial Leasing Companies
There are two competing schemes in the PRC under which companies
may register to conduct finance leasing transactions. The CBRC issued the
"Measures for the Administration of Lease Financing Companies,"
effective on March 1, 2007, was revised by Order [2014] No.3 of the
CBRC, and it entered effect on March 13, 2014. Herein, it will be referred
to as the "CRBC Scheme." The Chinese Ministry of Commerce issued the
"Measures for the Administration of Foreign-capital Lease Industry,"
which became effective on March 5, 2005, referred to herein as the
"MOFCOM Scheme."
' 4
The CBRC Scheme targets large financial entities, requiring its principal
investors to hold at least fifty percent of the company's registered capital
on hand. Conversely, the MOFCOM Scheme is more investor-friendly and
is better suited for manufacturers and privately funded financial leasing
companies, but it still requires at least US$5 million in assets and three
years experience in lease financing.49  Under the MOFCOM Scheme,
small- to mid-sized non-bank leasing companies may engage in vessel
leasing operations more easily without a CBRC license. Neither the CBRB
Scheme nor the MOFCOM Scheme place any cap on foreign investor
shareholdings in a finance leasing company.
The two schemes differ in the types of foreign investment vehicles each
scheme permits, and each scheme has different capital requirements for the
48. (-A [PRC Measures for the Administration of
Foreign-Capital Lease Industry] (promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce, Jan. 21,
2005, effective Mar. 5, 2005), art. 6(2) (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cgi-
bin/disp.pl/cn/legis/cen/laws/mftaofli611 /mftaofli6l I.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&que
ry=Foreign-Capital%20Lease%201ndustry.
49. Jean-Marc Deschandol & Charles Desmeules, Finance Leasing with Chinese
Characteristics, CHINA L. & PRAC. (July 1, 2007), 2007 WLNR 28161582.
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leasing company. Both schemes are alike in that neither places a cap on
foreign investment.
As mentioned, the two schemes have drastically different capital
requirements. Likely structured to control few assets, a vessel management
company seeking to undertake a lease financing enterprise is better suited
for the MOFCOM Scheme's lower capital requirements.5 ° While there is
nothing in the CBRC Scheme to make investors concerned that vessels are
not an asset suitable for lease financing under the scheme, the MOFCOM
Scheme specifically names "vessels" as a type of property that may be
leased under the scheme. 51 Attractive to companies seeking to manage
their balance sheets, sale-leaseback arrangements are specifically permitted
under both the CBRC Scheme52 and the MOFCOM Scheme.53
With no cap to limit foreign investor shareholdings,54 foreign investors
can take part in either scheme. However, the MOFCOM Scheme applies
only to foreign-capital enterprises that establish a limited liability company
or a joint-stock limited company within China, and it must take the form of
a Chinese-foreign equity joint venture, a Chinese-foreign contractual joint
venture, or a solely foreign-capital enterprise.55 Certain foreign entities
50. Compare [PRC Measures for the Administration of Foreign-Capital Lease
Industry], art. 7 (noting that the Scheme's capital requirement is at least US$5 million
in assets or capital), with ( [PRC Measures for the
Administration of Financial Leasing Companies] (promulgated by the China Banking
Regulatory Commission, Mar. 13, 2014, effective Mar. 13, 2014), arts. 9(3), 10(2),
11(2) (China), http://www I .lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id= 17474&lib=law (noting
that the Scheme's capital requirement is at least RMB80 billion (approximately
US$12.9), RMB5 billion (approximately US$806 million), or RMBIO billion
(approximately US$1.6 billion)).
51. [PRC Measures for the Administration of Foreign-Capital Lease Industry], art.
6(2).
52. See [PRC Measures for the Administration of Lease Financing Companies],
art. 5 ("For the purposes of these Measures, the term 'sale-leaseback' means a form of
lease financing wherein the lessee sells [property] to the lessor" and executes an
agreement with the lessor to lease back the same property from the lessor. The lessee
and the supplier are the same party.).
53. See [PRC Measures for the Administration of Foreign-Capital Lease Industry],
art. 5 ("The foreign-capital financial leasing company may undertake its financial
leasing business by adopting the various forms of direct lease, sublease, leaseback,
leveraged lease, trust lease and joint lease.").
54. There is a caveat that Promoter requirements must be satisfied. See infra
nn.64-71.
55. See [PRC Measures for the Admin. of Foreign-Capital Lease Industry], arts. 2-
3 ("These Measures shall apply to the foreign-capital companies, enterprises and other
economic organizations (hereinafter referred to as the foreign investors) that establish
foreign-capital enterprises within the territory of China in the forms of Chinese-foreign
equity joint venture, Chinese-foreign contractual joint venture and solely foreign-
capital enterprise to conduct leasing business or financial leasing business. Article 3:
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may utilize the CBRC Scheme as well. While banks are specifically
prohibited from becoming lease financing companies under the CBRC
Scheme ,56 commercial banks may be the major investor in a lease financing
company and may be registered in China or abroad.5 7 The CBRC Scheme
also permits the major investor to be a leasing company registered in China
or abroad,58 or a large domestic manufacturer of products suitable for
leasing.59 Thus, the CBRC Scheme is attractive to domestic or foreign
banks, to domestic or foreign companies already in the business of lease
financing, and to domestic manufacturers of products suitable for lease
financing arrangements, such as state-owned shipyards seeking to invest in
a lease financing arm.
Entities with foreign equity interest exceeding fifty percent of total
capital are prohibited from registering vessels on the PRC registry. 60 These
entities can utilize either the CBRC Scheme or the MOFCOM Scheme to
circumvent this restriction by having the registered vessel owner be a
leasing company with more than fifty percent of its registered capital in the
PRC.6 ' While both schemes are still in effect, it appears that the PRC has
chosen to develop the CBRC Scheme over the MOFCOM scheme by
providing recent revisions to the measures and by issuing guiding
documentation to clarity or extend the legal purview of the scheme.
3. Lease Financing under the CBRC's Revised Scheme-The 2014
Measures
62The CBRC's pilot project began in 2007. By its end in September
2013, twenty-three lease financing companies had been established on
China's mainland, and these companies held assets totaling RMB95.6
The foreign-capital lease industry may take the form of a limited liability company or a
joint-stock limited company. A foreign-capital enterprise undertaking leasing business
is a foreign-capital leasing company. A foreign capital enterprise undertaking financial
leasing business is a foreign-capital financial leasing company.").
56. [PRC Measures for the Administration of Lease Financing Companies], art. 2.
57. Id. art. 9.
58. Id. art. 9(2).
59. Id. art. 9(3).
60. (-{,) ) [PRC Registration of Ships Regulations]
(promulgated by Decree No. 155 of the State Council, June 2, 1994, effective Jan. 1,
1995), art. 2(2) (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cn/legis/cen/laws/rgtros490/.
61. Jean-Marc Deschandol & Charles Desmeules, Finance Leasing with Chinese
Characteristics, CHINA L. & PRAC. (July 1, 2007), 2007 WLNR 28161582.
62. [PRC Measures Administering Finance Leasing Companies] (promulgated by
the China Banking Regulatory Commission, Jan. 23, 2007, effective Mar. 1, 2007)
[EXPIRED] (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cn/legis/cen/laws/maflc413/.
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billion (approximately US$15.3 billion) and earned profits of RMBI.18
billion (approximately US$189.3 million).6 3 Newly revised measures
replaced the 2007 measures and marked a more flexible regulatory scheme
open to project-based special purpose vehicles commonly relied upon in
the shipping industry.
64
Lease financing companies are non-bank financial entities primarily
engaged in financial leasing as their core business. 65 Only fixed assets are
eligible as leased items for financial leasing, 66 and for assets that require
ownership to meet certain registration requirements, the lease financing
company must register using the appropriate procedures. 67 Sale-leaseback
arrangements-where the lessee and the supplier are one and the same
party-are explicitly permitted, 68 but the leasing company shall not accept
for leaseback an asset subject to any mortgage.6 9 In order to establish a
lease financing company, the company, established in compliance with the
PRC Company Law70 must apply to the CBRC. An eligible applicant must
have, inter alia, minimum registered capital of RMB 100 million, or its
equivalent, and fifty percent of the company's employees must have a
minimum of three years' experience working in financial or financial
leasing businesses.7 "
Lease financing companies must have an eligible promoter in order to
gain CBRC approval, 72 and the promoter shall contribute at least thirty
73percent of the total capital for the proposed lease financing company.
Eligible promoters may be a commercial bank registered within or outside
63. Xin Zhang & Miller Wang, Opinion: Aircraft and ship lease financing opens
up, CHINA L. & PRAC. (Apr. 24, 2014), 2014 WLNR 16482976.
64. See id.
65. (,*, Iff, f)_ A) [PRC Measures for the Administration of Financial
Leasing Companies] (promulgated by the China Banking Regulatory Commission,
Mar. 13, 2014, effective Mar. 13, 2014), art. 2 (China), http://wwwl.lawinfochina.com/
display.aspx?id= 17474&lib=law (stating that the term "lease financing company" must
be indicated in the company's name and no entity may include such words in its name
unless approved by the CBRC).
66. Id. art. 4.
67. Id. art. 33.
68. Id. art. 5.
69. Id. art. 34.
70. [PRC Company Law] (promulgated by Order No. 42 of the President of the
PRC, Oct. 27, 2005, effective Mar. 1, 2014) 2013 STANDING COMM. NAT'L PEOPLE'S
CONG., http://wwwl.lawinfochina.com/Display.aspx?lib=law&Cgid=60597.
71. Id. arts. 7(3)-(4).
72. Id. art. 7(2).
73. Id. art. 12.
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of China,74 be a large enterprise registered within China,75 or be a lease
financing company registered outside of China with total assets of not less
than RMBI10 billion in freely convertible currency, and it pledges in its
application not to transfer its equity holdings in the CBRC lease financing
company for five years. 76  Foreign financial entities other than lease
financing companies eligible under Article 11 of the 2014 Measures shall
qualify to be a promoter of a CBRC lease financing company if it has, inter
alia, not less than US$1 billion or its equivalent in total assets or freely
convertible currency and if it pledges not to transfer its equity holdings in
the CBRC lease financing company for five years.77 Whoever the promoter
may be, the promoter must agree to provide liquidity to the financial
leasing company in the event of payment difficulties (insolvency) and to
promptly replenish any of the financial leasing company's eroding capital
due to operating losses.78
In several ways, the 2014 Measures are open to foreign investment. The
2014 Measures may accommodate foreign direct investment, as they
contain no provision restricting the seventy percent non-promoter capital
being contributed from foreign investors. If the promoter is a foreign entity
under Article 11 or 14 of the 2014 Measures, then, subject to CBRC
approval, the CBRC lease financing company could be entirely foreign
owned. Subject to CBRC approval, a registered lease financing company
may transact its business in either RMB or in a foreign currency. 79 It may
engage in the business of fixed-return securities investment. 80 The lease
financing company may engage in overseas borrowing.81 Subject to CBRC
approval, a registered lease financing company may issue bonds in either
RMB or in foreign currency,8 2 and it may securitize its assets.83 However,
fixed-return securities investment shall not exceed 20 percent of the leasing
company's net capital.84
In July 2014, the CBRC promulgated the Interim Provisions on the
Administration of Specialized Subsidiaries of Financial Leasing Companies
74. Id. art. 9.
75. Id. art. 10.
76. Id. arts. 11(2), (7).
77. Id. arts. 14(3), (6).
78. Id. art. 16.
79. Id. art. 26.
80. Id. art. 26(3).
81. Id. art. 26(8).
82. Id. art. 27(1).
83. Id. art. 27(3).
84. Id. art. 46.
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("Interim Provisions") in order to supplement and clarify certain aspects of
the CBRC Scheme. 85 Through the Interim Provisions, the CBRC Scheme
specifically permits financial leasing companies to establish overseas
subsidiaries for specific fields that include vessel leasing. 86  Financial
leasing companies can directly establish specialized subsidiaries
domestically, overseas, and within Mainland FTZs and bonded areas. 87 By
setting up specialized subsidiaries, a mature financial leasing company can
leverage its advantages by experimenting with new or riskier ventures
separate from the parent. 88 The promoter of the overseas subsidiary shall
be a financial leasing company established under the CBRC Scheme. 89 In
order to establish an overseas subsidiary, the financial leasing company
must demonstrate that it has a genuine business development need and that
it maintains clear overseas development strategies. 9° The leasing company
must also demonstrate that it has internal management and risk control
capabilities suitable for overseas business development.
91
As with all aspects of the CBRC Scheme, the CBRC examines and
interprets the application conditions. Once established, the overseas
subsidiary must report to the CBRC its place of registration, its registered
overseas capital, the currency of the capital injected, and other reporting
formalities.9 2 Subsidiaries established in China's Special Administrative
Regions are considered overseas specialized subsidiaries for purposes of
the Interim Provisions. 93 Under special circumstances, foreign companies
may invest in domestic specialized subsidiaries established under the
Interim Provisions, but the parties must establish there is a need for foreign
investors; the domestic financial leasing company shall control at least 51
85. See generally (r[ 1\/1MW - 7 I , f]gtf-
_[-_JAL _.ffn) [PRC Interim Provisions on the Administration
of Specialized Subsidiaries of Financial Leasing Companies] (promulgated by Yin Jian
Ban Fa No. 198 of the China Banking Regulatory Commission, July 11, 2014, effective
July 11, 2014) (China), http://www.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=17567&lib=
law&SearchKeyword=&SearchCKeyword = .
86. Id. art. 2.
87. Id.
88. Shu Wang & Jun Zhu, CBRC Issues Interim Provisions on the Admin. of
Specialized Subsidiaries of Fin. Leasing Companies, 8 HAN KuN LAW OFFICES-
CHINA PRACTICE GLOBAL VISION 1, 7-13 (Aug. 27, 2014), http://www.lexotogy.com/lib
rary/detail.aspx?g=ece62802-f46f-4759-874e-52685ae547c8.
89. Id. at 10-11.
90. [PRC Interim Provisions on the Administration of Specialize Subsidiaries of
Financial Leasing Companies], art. 11 (1).
91. Id. art. 11 (2).
92. Id. art. 15.
93. Id. art. 33.
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percent of the domestic subsidiary; and the foreign investors must satisfy
all the conditions to be a promoter under the CBRC Scheme.94
III. SECURITIZATION IN THE SHIPPING SECTOR
A. Securitizing Newbuilding Projects and Lease Financing
Agreements
Securitization is attractive to shipyards looking for off-balance sheet
financing for construction projects, and it is attractive to lease financing
companies. Securitization allows the originator to realize assets up front
and shift liabilities off its own balance sheet by selling the credit risk to
investors.
Securitization is attractive to shipbuilders as an alternative method to
finance newbuilding projects that otherwise would rely upon the buyer's
installment payments or upon the shipyard's own balance sheet, putting a
heavy strain on the shipyard's own resources and access to cheap credit.
95
Under a buyer's installment ship financing plan, the primary source of
construction capital is the shipyard's own balance sheet as the shipyard
must first pay the costs of construction to meet a progress goal, and the
buyer pays the shipyard only after (and not before) portions of construction
have been completed, replenishing the shipyard's ability to pay the
continuing costs of construction. The problem that securitization solves is
the shipyard's inability to get ahead of the buyer's installment payments-
instead, the shipyard sells in one lump sum the right to receive the buyer's
installment payments before any installments are actually collected.
Sale of the rights to collect the buyer's installment payments can be
outright and final. Because the sale is final rather than contingent upon
performance, the credit risk shifts to the investor, and the shipyard holds no
liability on its own balance sheet. Instead, the shipyard can realize gains
from the deal before it completes the newbuilding project and, in this way,
achieve off-balance sheet financing for construction.
96
Selling upfront the right to collect a buyer's future payments, investors
94. Id. art. 5; see supra nn.65-72 and accompanying text for discussion of the
requirements to become a promoter under the CBRC Scheme.
95. Richard Henderson, Understanding Ship Yard Securitization, MARINE MONEY
OFFSHORE (Mar. 1, 2000), https://www.marinemoneyoffshore.com/node/5880
(explaining that when payments are paid after work is completed, the shipbuilder's
balance sheet is the builder's principle source of finance. Securitization allows the
shipbuilder to free up its own balance sheet for other purposes.).
96. Id. (stating that the shipbuilder is selling the right to receive installment
payments from the buyer before they are due).
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will discount the shipyard's right to collect over time, and the shipyard will
collect a lower total payment for the vessel under construction through
securitization than it would have had it collected installments directly from
the buyer.97 However, the shipyard will be paid in advance and can use its
clean balance sheet to begin the next project or to close another deal-
leverage.
98
Similarly, securitization is also attractive to leasing companies engaged
in vessel lease financing agreements for the commercial life of a vessel
because it is a mechanism to generate the capital required to pay for the
deal outright, freeing up the leasing company's own balance sheet for
additional deals. In order to raise upfront the capital necessary for the
leasing company to first purchase a vessel that it will lease out, the leasing
company can securitize the right for investors to receive regular future
proceeds, such as hire payments, paid upon the vessel lease financing
agreement.
B. Securitization in China
While securitization has been used widely in Western shipping markets,
securitization in China is relatively new and untested, but increasingly
popular under two distinct securitization schemes. Securitization in China
relies upon the special purpose trust, which is a contractual arrangement
created by the trust contract pursuant to statutory authority. The special
purpose trust is not an independent legal entity. By law, the trust property
is not property belonging to the estate of the trustee, and by contract, the
originator entrusts credit assets to the special purpose trust. While new
regulations in 2014 aspire to add clarity to and interest in the PRC, such
securitization schemes may establish uncertain rights for investors in cross-
border securitization deals because of how Western investors are likely to
view legal isolation of the entity issuing securities, which "from a
constitutional point of view it is a case of sending a boy to do a man's
job."99
The CBRC Scheme launched in 2005 pursuant to a pair of CBRC and
People's Bank of China ("PBOC") regulations permitting banks and non-
bank financial entities to entrust loan receivables to a trust company for
administration as trustee of those assets. °00 CBRC requires licensing and
97. See id.
98. See id.
99. Jefferey H. Chen & Liu Haiping, Securitization in China - overview and
issues, DENTONS 1, 9 (Feb. 11, 2015), http://www.dentons.com/-/media/PDFs/Insi
ghts/2015/February/Securitization in China.pdf.
100. (,- , [PRC Measures for the
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approval for every step along the way. The banks and non-bank financial
entities must be licensed by the CBRC. 10 ' The loan receivables must
constitute "credit assets" under CBRC guidelines.10 2 The trust must be
licensed by the CBRC,10 3 and any securities the trustee may issue requires
specific approval both by the CBRC1
0 4 and by the PBOC. 10 5
As of February 2015, the CBRC Scheme has been used to establish
eighty-five domestic securitization transactions in China since the program
launched in 2005-sixty-eight of those transactions were concluded since
2012.1"6
Under the CBRC Scheme, the sponsor, who originates the receivable
credit assets, enters into a trust contract with the trustee, establishing a
special purpose trust.107  Pursuant to the PRC Trust Law, the sponsor
entrusts credit assets by contract, and the trustee issues securities.'
0 8
In addition to the CBRC Scheme, the PRC saw fit to establish another
Supervision and Administration of Pilot Projects of Credit Asset Securitization of
Financial Institutions] (promulgated by Decree No. 3 of the China Banking Regulatory
Commission, Nov. 7, 2005, effective Dec. 1, 2005), arts. 3-4 (China), http://www.asian
lii.org/cn/legis/cen/laws/mftsaaotpsocaofi 1179/ [hereinafter "PRC Measures for the
Supervision and Administration of Pilot Projects"]; (f" ,,
[PRC Administrative Measures for Pilot Securitization of Credit Assets] (promulgated
by the People's Bank of China and the China Banking Regulatory Commission, Apr.
20, 2005, effective Apr. 20, 2005), art. 2 (China), http://www.lawinfochina.com/disp
lay.aspx?id=4122&lib=law&SearchKeyword=CREDIT%20ASSETS&SearchCKeywo
rd=.
101. [PRC Measures for the Supervision and Administration of Pilot Projects], art.
2.
102. Id. art. 3.
103. Id. art. 7.
104. Id. art. 5.
105. [PRC Administrative Measures for Pilot Securitization of Credit Assets], art.
10.
106. Jefferey H. Chen & Liu Haiping, Securitization in China - overview and
issues, DENTONS 1, 1-2 (Feb. 11, 2015), http://www.dentons.com/-/media/PDFs/Insi
ghts/2015/February/Securitization in China.pdf.
107. [PRC Administrative Measures for Pilot Securitization of Credit Assets], arts.
20, 21.
108. ( [PRC Trust Law] (promulgated by Order No. 50 of
the President of the PRC, Apr. 28, 2011, effective Oct. 1, 2011) 2001 STANDING
COMM. NAT'L PEOPLE'S CONG. arts. 6-13 (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cgi-
bin/disp.pl/cn/legis/cen/laws/tl 1 26/tl 126.html?stem=0&synonyms=0&query=Trust%20
Law%20ofl/o20the%20people%27s%20republic%20oo20china; Jefferey H. Chen &
Liu Haiping, Securitization in China - overview and issues, DENTONS 1, 2 (Feb. 11,
2015), http://www.dentons.com//mediaPDFs/Insights/2015/February/Securitization_
inChina.pdf (noting that at least two classes of securities are created-a senior class
of securities is issued to investors and a subordinate class of securities is held by the
sponsor).
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securitization mechanism under the China Securities Regulatory
Commission ("CSRC Scheme"). The CSRC Scheme is well suited for the
shipping industry because the underlying assets must be specific and be
able to generate independent and predictable cash flow.'0 9 Thus, a lease
financing company wishing to securitize the regular proceeds generated by
hire payments in accordance with underlying lease financing agreements,
and a shipyard wishing to securitize proceeds generated by buyers'
installment payments will find these are suitable underlying assets for
securitization by the CSRC Scheme. 10
Under the CSRC Scheme, investors entrust funds to securities
companies"' pursuant to a fund contract.'' 2 The fund manager uses the
entrusted funds to purchase assets, and the manager issues asset-backed
securities to a maximum of 200 investors." 3 The asset-backed securities
evidence the purchaser's beneficial interest in the underlying assets, and the
securities can be traded and purchased by qualified foreign and domestic
investors alike on stock exchanges such as the Shanghai and Shenzhen
exchanges and over-the-counter marketplaces approved by the CSRC.
1 4
The 2014 CSRC regulations are established upon the PRC Securities
Investment Funds Law, 1 5 which incorporates the PRC Trust Law.
116
Under the CSRC Scheme, Article 5 asserts that assets entrusted into the
scheme are legally isolated. However, there is reason to question how
courts, as well as foreign investors, will interpret the status of assets
entrusted into the CSRC Scheme, which is premised upon a set of
109. [PRC Administrative Provisions on the Asset Securitization Business of
Securities Companies and Subsidiaries of Fund Management Companies] (promulgated
by the China Securities Regulatory Commission, Nov. 19, 2014, effective Nov. 19,
2014), art. 3 (China) [hereinafter "PRC Administrative Provisions on Asset
Securitization"] (on file with the American University Business Law Review).
110. Id. art. 3 (including specifically "account receivables [and] creditors' right
under lease").
Ill. (, ( [PRC Securities Investment
Fund Law] (promulgated by Order No. 71 of the President of the PRC, Dec. 28, 2012,
effective June 1, 2013) 2012 STANDING COMM. NAT'L PEOPLE'S CONG. art. 2 (China),
http://wwwl.lawinfochina.com/display.aspx?id=12559&lib=law; Jefferey H. Chen &
Liu Haiping, Securitization in China - overview and issues, DENTONS 1, 3-4 (Feb. 11,
2015), http://www.dentons.com/-/media/PDFs/Insights/2015/February/Securitization_
inChina.pdf.
112. [PRC Securities Investment Fund Law], art. 3.
113. [PRC Administrative Provisions on Asset Securitization], art. 38.
114. Id.
115. Id. art. 1. (incorporating [PRC Securities Investment Fund Law]).
116. [PRC Securities Investment Fund Law], art. 2 (incorporating the [PRC Trust
Law]).
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administrative regulations not constituting statutory law. 1 7  While the
regulations assert that assets are isolated from their originator's estate for
insolvency purposes, the statutory law is less clear." 
8
Assets become legally isolated upon a legal true sale when the previous
owner has discharged both ownership and possession of the assets.
Translations of the PRC Trust Law contemplate entrustment as a discharge
of possession, but they do not clearly and undisputedly discharge
ownership." 9 While courts in the PRC have interpreted the PRC Trust
Law to provide legal isolation to assets entrusted under Article 2, it is less
certain whether Western investors will find assets to be isolated from the
estate in bankruptcy when those assets have been discharged for purposes
of possession but not for ownership.120
While securitization is a helpful and popular device used in the Western
shipping markets, the two schemes available for investment in China do not
provide the certainty and wide accessibility necessary for securitization to
be useful to PRC shipping markets. Amendments to the PRC Trust Law,
clarifying that both ownership and possession indeed transfer with
entrustment and providing that trusts establish separate and identifiable
legal entities rather than a set of contractual rights, would be major steps
toward increasing the viability of securitization in PRC shipping markets
for shipyards and for vessel lease financing companies. Furthermore,
subjecting every step to approval by the requisite commission adds
uncertainty to the process that would better be removed.
IV. OPPORTUNITY FOR FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN THE FREE TRADE ZONES
By a major decision of the central government, the PRC established
certain geographic FTZs in order to accelerate the national transformation
of government functions and actively explore innovative administrative
models to promote and facilitate trade and investment in China.' 21 The
117. Jefferey H. Chen & Liu Haiping, Securitization in China - overview and
issues, DENTONS 1, 7 (Feb. 11, 2015), http://www.dentons.com/-/media/PDFs/Insi
ghts/2015/February/Securitization in China.pdf.
118. Id. at 4-5 (comparing Article 5 of the [PRC Provisions on the Asset
Securitization Business of Securities Companies and Subsidiaries of Fund Management
Companies] with Article 2 of the [PRC Trust Law]).
119. Id.
120. See id. (explaining that Chinese law does not explicitly disambiguate the
concept of ownership from the concept of possession when viewed in the context of
trusts).
121. [General Plan for the China (Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone] (promulgated
by Guo Fa [2013] No.38 of the State Council on Sept. 18, 2013) art. I (China)
[hereinafter "General Plan for China"].
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FTZs were designed to attract and develop foreign leasing companies and
were established to facilitate industries such as international shipping and
shipping finance and international vessel management.122 While Tianjin-
and, more recently, its FTZ-has long been an attractive forum for single-
ship companies, special purpose vehicles, and novel leasing ventures, the
CBRC Scheme has given rise to strong competition from the Shenzhen
Wianhai Economic Zone and the Shanghai Pilot FTZ, where financial
leasing is a stated priority. 123
Under the CBRC Scheme, unlike the general policy throughout China
where all business actions are prohibited except for those the government
has occasioned to specifically permit, the Shanghai FTZ operates on the
more practical "negative list" approach, wherein business and foreign
investment actions are permitted unless specifically restricted by the
government.124 Foreign investment into the leasing industry is regulated in
order to promote healthy development and to minimize business risk.
1 25
The PRC's MOFCOM procedures regulating and administering foreign
investment into the PRC leasing industry specifically permit foreign
investment into China's ship-leasing industry because the regulations
govern leased property for transportation such as vessels and motor
vessels. 26 MOFCOM examines and administers foreign investment into
the leasing industry,127 which should be made through limited liability
companies or limited through share purchase.128
Under the MOFCOM Scheme, foreign investors must have assets
122. Id. arts. 5-6.
123. Xin Zhang & Miller Wang, Opinion: Aircraft and ship lease financing opens
up, CHINA L. & PRAc. (Apr. 24, 2014), 2014 WLNR 16482976.
124. See Update on Incentives for Companies to enter the Shanghai FTZ- The Jury
is still out, RHK LEGAL CORPORATE ADVISORS (Oct. 13, 2014),
http://www.rhklegal.cn/news/updates/2676.html; see also Rick Beaumont, Avenues to
Foreign Investment in China 's Shipping Industry-Have lease financing arrangements
and the Free Trade Zones opened markets for foreign non-bank investment?, BEPRESS
(2015), http://works.bepress.com/rick beaumont/3/ (available for download).
125. (A [PRC Measures for the Administration of
Foreign-Capital Lease Industry] (promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce, Jan. 21,
2005, effective Mar. 5, 2005), art. 1 (China), http://www.asianlii.org/cgi-
bin/disp.pl/cn/legis/cen/laws/mftaofli61 1/mftaofli6 l1 .html?stem=0&synonyms=0&que
ry=Foreign-Capital%20Lease%201ndustry.
126. Id. art. 6(2) (listing specifically transport facilities as leased property covered
by the provisions).
127. Id. art. 4 (stating that all foreign-capital leasing companies fall within the
jurisdictions of the PRC and that the MOFCOM is the entity charged with regulating
the foreign-capital leasing industry).
128. Id. art. 3 (listing the types of companies of which the foreign-capital lease
industry may take a form).
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grossing at least US$5 million in order to enter a foreign-invested leasing
company. But under the PRC General Scheme for the Shanghai FTZ, there
is no minimum registered capital requirement for stand-alone single ship
SPVs that have been established by financial leasing companies located in
the FTZ. 12 9  Foreign-invested companies may participate in several
different forms of lease financing such as direct leasing, subleasing, and
trust leasing (i.e., securitization). 130 It is suspected that financial leasing
companies registered under the CBRC Scheme may establish SPVs in the
Shanghai FTZ; however, the industry awaits more detailed announcements
from the CBRC regarding non-bank financial entities operating in the
FTZ.
131
Ship-leasing companies operating in the PRC can lease vessels to
foreign-owned companies. In fact, the PRC has encouraged exportation of
leased ships as a means of encouraging development of local harbors, the
vessel construction industry, and the financial leasing industry.1 32 In 2010,
the PRC State Administration of Taxation offered a one-year export tax
refund to those leasing companies that are registered in Tianjin and
licensed to conduct financial leasing.1 33 Tianjin-based leasing companies
engaged in financial leasing arrangements-those in which the terms are
for the commercial life of the vessel and by which the lessee is transferred
ownership at the expiration of the term-may also apply for export valued-
added tax refunds.1 34 In the Shanghai FTZ, a pilot export tax refund is
available as a project subsidiary to finance leasing companies incorporated
in the FTZ. 135 An import-level value-added tax exemption is available
129. Changes to the Financial Services Market in Shanghai FTZ, SHANGHAI FTZ
SERIES 3 (Nov. 2013); A milestone for China's new wave of economic reform -
Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone, ERNST & YOUNG: CHINA TAX & INVESTMENT NEWS,
1, 4 (Sept. 30, 2013), www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/CT1N2013005 en/$FILE/
EY-CTIN2013005-en.pdf (on file with the American University Business Law Review).
130. [PRC Measures for the Administration of Foreign-Capital Lease Industry],
arts. 4-5 (listing also leasebacks, leveraged leases, and joint leases as possible methods
of participation).
131. Changes to the Financial Services Market in Shanghai FTZ, SHANGHAI FTZ
SERIES 3 (Nov. 2013); A milestone for China's new wave of economic reform -
Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone, ERNST & YOUNG: CHINA TAX & INVESTMENT NEWS,
1, 3 (Sept. 30, 2013), www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/CT1N2013005_en/$FILE/
EY-CTIN2013005-en.pdf.
132. David Yu & Clare Lu, Breaking the ice ofpost-VAT reform, CHINA L. & PRAC.
(June 17, 2010), 2010 WLNR 13941360 (explaining that multiple PRC agencies,
including Customs, Taxation, and General Administration of Customs, came together
to form this regulation that would encourage participation in development of this type).
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. Changes to the Financial Services Market in Shanghai FTZ, SHANGHAI FTZ
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specifically for aircraft finance leasing companies for overseas purchases,
but the Value-Added Tax ("VAT") exemption has yet to be extended to
other sectors.
136
Financial leasing was an activity removed from the restricted category of
MOFCOM's 2011 guidance catalogue for foreign investors, and thus the
activity is now permitted for foreign investors to partake. 137 Minsheng's
leasing arm-China's "most ambitious lessor"-is based in the Tianjin
FTZ. 138 Financial leasing companies have been permitted in the Shanghai
Pilot Free Trade Zone as well. Foreign-invested banks may qualify to set
up enterprises in the Shanghai FTZ. 139 Qualifying non-bank and private
capital entities may set up finance leasing companies in the Shanghai
FTZ. 140 Cross-border financing entities may be established in the Shanghai
FTZ for purposes of offshore vessel financing.' 4 1 While these individual
entities and activities are permitted in the Shanghai FTZ, it is yet to be seen
whether a foreign-invested entity may establish a finance leasing company
for purposes of ship-leasing and whether that foreign-invested entity would
be subject to the same CBRC regulations and licensing requirements.
China's FTZs are incubators for transformation. MOFCOM approval is
no longer needed to establish foreign representative offices in FTZs.1
42
This is a positive step toward streamlining foreign investment and
removing uncertainty from an opaque administrative process subject to its
own internal approval. Now, all the foreign entity must do is follow a set
of published registration procedures. Similar steps to promote certainty
SERIES 3 (Nov. 2013); A milestone for China's new wave of economic reform -
Shanghai Pilot Free Trade Zone, ERNST & YOUNG: CHINA TAX & INVESTMENT NEWS,
1,6 (Sept. 30, 2013), www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/CTIN2013005_en/$FILE/
EY-CTIN2013005-en.pdf.
136. Id. ("Aircraft with a loading capacity of 25 tons or above purchased by Project
Subsidiaries from overseas and leased to domestic airlines can be exempted from
import-level VAT.").
137. See Catalogue for the Guidance of Foreign Inv. Indus. (Amended in 2011),
PRC MINISTRY OF COMMERCE (Feb. 21, 2012), http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/article/
policyrelease/aaa/201203/20120308027837.shtml.
138. Neil Connor, Minsheng seeks leasing clients for latest orders, TRADEWINDS
(May 27, 2010), http://www.tradewindsnews.com/weekly/202545/minsheng-seeks-
leasing-clients-for-latest-orders#.
139. Circular on China Banking Regulatory Commission on Issues Concerning
Banking Supervision in China (Shanghai) Free Trade Zone, SHFTZ art. 3 (Sept. 28,
2013), http://en.china-shftz.gov.cn/Govemment-affairs/Laws/Banking/191 .shtml.
140. Id. arts. 2, 4.
141. Id. art. 5.
142. Laetitia Tjoa et al., Foreign Representative Office Procedures Consolidated,
CHINA L. & PRAC. (July 1, 2004), 2004 WLNR 23450455.
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will attract foreign investment and should be adopted more widely.
Currently, every step toward establishing a leasing company under the
CBRC Scheme is subject to CBRC approval. 143 The PRC should continue
to step in the direction of certainty and establish procedures that will
continue to open markets to foreign non-bank investment.
143. Seesupra nn.92-94, 100-105.
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